
Note: Effective phrases are 

indicated in bold.

• Numerics •
360-degree feedback

described, 35–36

enhancing self-awareness, 24

evaluating, 81–82

identifying developmental needs, 

133–134

• A •
accuracy, 142

achievement, 318

action plans for reaching goals, 128

actions. See behaviors; follow-up 

actions

active listening, 102–103, 120

administration, planning, and 

organization

about, 181

adjusting to change, 182–183

bottom-line orientation, 184–185

controlling costs, 186–187

establishing goals, 188–189

job transfers, 29–30

legal problems, 31–32

management skills, 190–191

meeting deadlines, 192–193

organizing, 194

performance appraisals, 66–68

planning skills, 195–196

promotions, 28–29, 320–321

raises, 30–31, 32, 65–66, 98–100

schedules, 197–198

setting dates and times, 67–68

agenda for appraisal sessions, 89

analytical skills, 226–227

appraisal process, 9, 12–15

appraisal sessions. See also 

follow-up actions; mindset; 

mistakes to avoid

about, 87–88

actively listening during, 102–103

agenda for, 89

answering diffi cult questions, 

65–66

bringing the data, 90

discussion stoppers, 117–121

effective, 13–14

evaluation forms, giving out, 

92–93

fear of conducting, 56–57

interruptions, 101–102

objectives, 88

opening and leading, 95–100

planning and scheduling, 66–68, 91

postponing, 123

powerful words to use during, 

317–322

privacy for, 94–95

providing negative feedback, 

100–101

reminders for, 92

scripting delicate comments, 

89–90

seating arrangement, 100–101

setting positive expectations, 90

venue for, 93–94

words to use during, 317–322

wrapping up, 103–104

appraisal skills, building, 59

arguing during appraisal 

sessions, 121

Index
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tel

wr

com

com

fol

ne

com

com

dis

fee

go

rev

com
con

con

con

con

coo

cost

co-w

fee

me

crea

ab

br

em

ge

in

ne

pr

re

se

th

crit

cus

fee

se

assignments, accepting, 238

attendance, 239

attitude

about, 237

accepting assignments, 238

attendance, 239

can-do, 240

dedication and commitment, 241

emphasizing safety, 242–243

energy, 244

fl exibility, 245

focus, 246

following company policies and 

procedures, 247

going the extra mile, 248, 329

handling pressure and stress, 
249–250

initiative, 251

level of supervision required, 252

reliability and dependability, 253

supporting company values and 

mission, 254–255

volunteering, 256, 327

attribution errors or bias, 117

awards and honors, 79–80

• B •
back-timing, 67

bargaining with employees, 

121–122

behaviorally anchored rating 

scales (BARS), 47–48

behaviors

behavioral goals, 133

checklists, behavioral, 40–41

feedback on, 39

focusing on, 101

meriting special recognition, 

323–329

proactive, 214

problematic, 138

rating scales tied to, 47–48

recent, 72

self-sacrifi cing, 326

unethical, identifying, 257

benchmark dates, setting, 67–68

bias and stereotypes, 107–108

body language, 55, 103

bottom-line orientation, 184–185

brainstorming, 276

build, as power-word, 318–319

building a team, 200–201

• C •
calibrating recent events, 106–107

can, as power-word, 319

can-do attitude, 240

career path, 26

career planning, 301–303

central tendency, 114–115

change

adjusting to, 182–183

embracing, 277–279

resistance to, 60

checklists, 40–41

classes, taking, 325

coaching

employees toward goals, 137–138

ongoing, 125

responding to, 306–307

skills, 202–203

commitment, 206–207, 241

communication and interpersonal 

skills

about, 161

cooperation, 162

customer service, 163–164

improving, 34

listening, 165

meetings, 166

negotiating, 167–168

persuasiveness, 169–170

sales skills, 171–173

teamwork, 174–175
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telephone skills, 176–177

written and verbal, 178–180

community, giving back to, 
264–265

company policies and procedures

following, 247

new ideas for, 284–286

company values and mission, 
25, 254–255

competency

discussing with employee, 97

feedback on, 39

goals, 132–133

reviewing notes on, 78

computer skills, 230–231

confl ict management, 210–211

confl ict-avoidance managers, 74

confrontation, 57, 123

contrast effect, avoiding, 113

cooperation, 162

costs control, 186–187

co-workers

feedback from, 35–36, 62

mentoring, 324–325

creative thinking

about, 275

brainstorming, 276

embracing change, 277–279

generating new ideas, 282–283

innovation, 280–281

new ideas for company policies 

and procedures, 284–286

problem solving, 287–288

receptiveness to new ideas, 

289–290

seeking improvements, 291–292

thinking outside the box, 

293–294

critical incidents, 44–45, 97

customer

feedback, 35–36

service, 163–164

• D •
data. See also evaluation form; 

performance data

bringing to appraisal session, 90

manager’s notes, 77–78, 90, 

106–107

reviewing employee fi le, 78–80, 90

dates and times, setting, 67

deadlines, meeting, 192–193

decisions, making, 208–209

dedication, 241

defensiveness, 120

delegating, 204–205

dependability, 253

detail-mindedness, 142–143

developmental goals, 133–136

developmental training program, 

135–136

diffi cult questions, answering, 

65–66

direct observations, 44

discrimination, 107

discussions

opening and leading, 95–100

providing negative feedback, 

100–101

scripting delicate comments, 

89–90

stoppers, 117–121

words to use during, 317–322

wrapping up, 103–104

diversity, 258–259

dreams, opting for goals over, 

127–129

• E •
EchoSpan (Web-based 

application), 46

educational programs, choosing, 

135–136
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sig

wr

eva

exp

ex

ne

po

se

exp

ab

ac

an

ap

bu

co

me

re

sh

tec

• F
face

fair

fam

favo

fear

feed

de

fro

for

fro

ov

pr

36

W

feel

fi les

fi rst

effective phrases. See also 

specifi c topics
about, 16

for attitude, 237–256

for communication and inter-

personal skills, 161–180

for creative thinking, 275–294

for ethics, 257–274

for job knowledge and expertise, 

219–236

for leadership, 199–218

for planning, administration, and 

organization, 181–198

for quality and quantity of work, 

141–160

for self-development and growth, 

295–314

emotions, affect on perception, 

113–114

employee fi le, 78–80, 90

employees. See also ranking/rating 

employees

acknowledging their growth, 

319–320

answering their diffi cult 

questions, 65–66

bargaining with, 121–122

best employees, starting with, 82

building employees’ skills, 

228–229

challenging with goals, 130–132

coaching, 137–138

empathizing with, 64–65

favoritism, 109

friends as, 54

hiring and screening, 217–218

honors and awards, 79–80

job satisfaction, 19–20

job transfers, 29–30

labeling, 118–119

meeting the needs of, 20

mentioning other employees, 

119–120

motivating, 129–130, 134, 212–213

name of, using, 317–318

promotions, 28–29, 320–321

put on level playing fi eld, 74

raises, 30–31, 32, 65–66, 98–100

recent behavior of, 72

reprimands, 79

self-evaluations, 33–35, 80–81, 

96, 122

strengths and weaknesses, 

123–124

terminating, 32

thanking, 322

value-added, 296–298

weak versus strong, 74

employment opportunity, equal, 

260–261

energy, 244

enthusiasm and commitment, 

206–207

environmental sustainability, 

273–274

equal employment opportunity, 

260–261

essays, writing, 37–38

ethics

about, 257

diversity, 258–259

equal employment opportunity, 

260–261

fairness, 262–263

giving back to the community, 

264–265

honesty, 266–267

integrity, 268–269

judgment, 270

professionalism, 271–272

sustainability, 273–274

evaluation form. See also appraisal 

sessions; self-evaluations

bringing to appraisal session, 90

giving to employee, 92–93

numerical ratings for, 82–83

preparing, 13

principles for, 82–83

selecting a rating, 83–84
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signing and dating, 104

written comments, 82–83

evaluation tools, Web-based, 46

expectations

exceeding, 324

negative, 55

positive, 55–56, 90, 104, 317–322

setting, 21–22

expertise and job knowledge

about, 219

acting as positive role model, 

224–225

analytical skills, 226–227

applying expertise to the job, 

220–221

building employees’ skills, 

228–229

computer skills, 230–231

mentoring, 222–223

researching skills, 232–233

sharing knowledge, 234

technical knowledge, 235–236

• F •
face time with team, 24, 25, 45, 57

fairness, 262–263

family, feedback from, 62

favoritism, 109

fear, overcoming, 56–57

feedback. See also manager’s 

feedback

delays in giving, 45

from family, 62

formal and informal, 21

from others, 23, 24

overview, 11

providing, 215–216

360-degree, 24, 35–36, 81–82, 

133–134

Web-based tools, 46

feelings, understanding, 64

fi les, employees, 78–80, 90

fi rst impressions, 112

fi ve senses, managing with, 25, 

70–71

fl exibility, 245

focus, 246

follow-up actions

goal setting, 126–132

managing after evaluation, 

136–138

overview, 15

types of goals, 132–136

forced choice methods, 41–42

forced distribution approach, 

42–43

friends, 54, 62

• G •
gathering performance data. See 

also performance data

from employee fi le, 78–80, 90

from evaluations, 80–82

importance of, 69–70

from job descriptions, 75–76

from last year’s appraisal, 76

overview, 12–13, 87–88

reviewing manager’s notes, 77–78

by revisiting objectives, 76–77, 78

by wandering around, 24–25, 

70–71

throughout the year, 72–75

getting started. See preparing for 

appraisal sessions

giving back to the community, 

264–265

giving thanks, 322

goals

about, 125

action plans for reaching, 128

behavioral, 133

challenging employees with, 

130–132

characteristics of, 125, 127–129

coaching employees toward, 

137–138

competency goals, 132–133

0

al, 

y, 

ty, 

y, 

sal 
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• J
job

de

re

sa

tra

job 

ab

ac

an

ap

bu

co

me

re

sh

tec

judg

“jus

• K
kno

sh

tec

wi

• L
labe

last 

law

lazi

goals (continued)
developmental, 133–136

establishing, 188–189

looking forward instead of 

backward, 126–127

meeting, 145–147

motivating employees to meet, 

129–130

opting for goals over dreams, 

127–129

performance, 129

performance review, 59

personal, 304–305

prioritizing, 128

recognition for, 328

specifi c and realistic, 127–128

surpassing, 328

understanding and meeting, 

25–26

going the extra mile, 248, 329

goodwill, building, 328

graphic rating scales, 38–40

GroteApproach (Web-based 

application), 46

growth and self-development

about, 295

acknowledging growth, 319–320

becoming a value-added 

employee, 296–298

building problem-solving skills, 
299–300

career planning, 301–303

developmental goals, 133–136

knowledge base, widening, 
313–314

personal goals, 304–305

responding to performance 

appraisals and coaching, 
306–307

seeking learning opportunities, 
308–310

training, 26–27, 135–136, 311–312

• H •
halo effect, 109–111

Halogen Software, 46

hearing, 70–71

hiring and screening employees, 
217–218

honesty, 266–267

honors and awards, 79–80

horns effect, 111

• I •
icons used in this book, 4–5

ideas, new

for company policies and 

procedures, 284–286

generating, 282–283

receptiveness to, 289–290

improvement

motivation for, 18–19

seeking, 291–292

initiative, 251

innovation, 280–281

integrity, 268–269

interpersonal and communication 

skills

about, 161

cooperation, 162

customer service, 163–164

improving, 34

listening, 165

meetings, 166

negotiating, 167–168

persuasiveness, 169–170

sales skills, 171–173

teamwork, 174–175

telephone skills, 176–177

written and verbal, 178–180

inter-rater reliability, 84

interruptions, eliminating, 101–102
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• J •
job

descriptions, 21, 75–76

responsibilities, 77

satisfaction, 19–20

transfers, 29–30

job knowledge and expertise

about, 219

acting as positive role model, 
224–225

analytical skills, 226–227

applying expertise to the job, 
220–221

building employees’ skills, 
228–229

computer skills, 230–231

mentoring, 222–223

researching skills, 232–233

sharing knowledge, 234

technical knowledge, 235–236

judgment, 270

“just like me” misperception, 

108–109

• K •
knowledge. See also job knowledge 

and expertise

sharing, 234

technical, 235–236

widening one’s knowledge base, 
313–314

• L •
labeling employees, 118–119

last year’s performance appraisal, 76

lawsuits, discrimination, 107

laziness, discussing, 118

leadership

about, 199

building a team, 200–201

coaching, 202–203

delegating, 204–205

developing skills in, 134–135

inspiring enthusiasm and 

commitment, 206–207

making decisions, 208–209

managing confl ict, 210–211

motivating employees, 212–213

proactive behaviors, 214

providing feedback, 215–216

screening and hiring, 217–218

seeing yourself as a leader, 54–55

learning opportunities, seeking, 

308–310

legal problems, 31–32, 107

level playing fi eld, 74

listening actively, 102–103, 120

listening skills, 165

• M •
management. See also performance 

management; time 

management

after evaluations, 136–138

managing confl ict, 210–211

skills, 190–191

management by objectives (MBO), 

49–50

managers. See also manager’s 

feedback; wandering around

coaching employees, 137–138

feedback for, 63

gaining self-awareness, 23–24

increasing managerial 

effectiveness, 24–25

loss of credibility, 111

role of, 9–10, 136

self-evaluations for, 23–24, 62

es, 

on 

102
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new

for

ge

re

note

br

rev

tip

num

num

• 
obje

for

ma

for

rev

obs

opp

orga

orie

outp

ove

• 
pair

pap

pay

perf

be

be

cr

em

es

for

gr

ma

manager’s feedback

behavioral checklists, 40–41

effectiveness tips, 36–37

fi nding critical incidents, 44–45

forced choice methods, 41–42

graphic rating scales, 38–40

management by objectives 

(MBO), 49–50

ranking employees, 42–44

rating scales tied to behavior, 

47–48

writing essays, 37–38

manager’s notes

bringing to appraisal session, 90

reviewing, 77–78

tips for, 106–107

meetings, 166. See also appraisal 

sessions

mentoring

acting as a mentor, 222–223

co-workers, 324–325

milestones, employees, 80

mindset. See also preparing for 

appraisal sessions

empathizing with employees, 

64–65

gaining self-awareness, 61–64

overcoming fear, reluctance, and 

resistance, 56–61

overview, 12, 53–54

seeing yourself as a leader, 54–55

setting positive expectations, 

55–56, 90

misperceptions. See also mistakes 

to avoid

about, 105–106

bias and stereotypes, 107–108

calibrating recent events, 106–107

central tendency, 114–115

contrasting/comparing 

employees, 113

emotional state and, 113–114

fi rst impressions and, 112

halo effect, 109–111

horns effect, 111

positive and negatively skewed 

evaluations, 115–117

rethinking “just like me,” 108–109

mission and values, 25, 254–255

mistakes to avoid. See also 

misperceptions

arguing during appraisal 

sessions, 121

bargaining with employees, 

121–122

getting defensive, 120

labeling employees, 118–119

mentioning other employees, 

119–120

overview, 14–15

postponing sessions, 123

surprising employees, 123–124

talking too much, 122–123

motivation

for improvement, 18–19

to learn, 134

to meet goals, 129–130

motivating employees, 212–213

performance appraisals 

providing, 18–20, 75

recognition as, 19, 323

self-evaluations providing, 34

words inspiring, 317–322

multi-tasking, 148–149

• N •
name of employee, 317–318

negative expectations, 55

negative feedback

fear of giving, 54

giving during appraisal sessions, 

100–101

scripting, 89–90

negative ratings, horns effect 

and, 111

negatively skewed evaluations, 

116–117

negotiating, 167–168

network, widening, 64–65
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new ideas

for company policies and 

procedures, 284–286

generating, 282–283, 326

receptiveness to, 289–290

notes, manager’s

bringing to appraisal session, 90

reviewing, 77–78

tips for, 106–107

numerical rating scale, 84

numerical ratings, 82–83

• O •
objectives

for appraisal session, 88

management by objectives 

(MBO), 49–50

for performance review, 59

reviewing, 76–77, 78

observational skills, 24–25

opportunity, equal, 260–261

organization skills, 194. See also 

planning, administration, and 

organization

orientation, bottom-line, 184–185

output and results goals, 132

overall rating, 85–86, 97–98

• P •
paired comparisons, 43–44

paperless appraisals, 46

pay equity, 30

performance appraisal systems

becoming an expert in, 57

behavioral checklists, 40–41

critical incidents, 44–45, 97

employee ranking, 42–44

essays, 37–38

forced choice methods, 41–42

graphic rating scales, 38–40

management by objectives 

(MBO), 49–50

performance appraisals. See also 

appraisal sessions

administrative benefi ts of, 28–32

advantages of, 60–61

educational benefi ts of, 20–27

effective phrases and, 16

fear of conducting, 56–57

fi ve steps of, 125–126

importance of, 17–18

last year’s appraisal, 76

motivational benefi ts, 18–20, 75

overview, 9–11

paperless, 46

problems with, 58–59

process for, 12–16

responding to, 306–307

setting expectations, 21–22

tools and systems, online, 46

undermining, 105

words to use during, 317–322

written comments, 16

performance data. See also 

gathering performance data

evaluation form, 82–85

gathering and examining, 12–13

importance of, 69–70

overall rating, 85–86, 97–98

performance goals, 129, 132–133

performance levels, 150–152

performance management

described, 9–10, 18, 70

fi ve steps of, 125–126

personal development, 

enhancing, 19

personal goals, 304–305

personal value, building, 19

persuasiveness, 169–170

phone calls, eliminating, 102

phrases. See also specifi c topics
about, 16

for attitude, 237–256

for communication and 

interpersonal skills, 161–180

for creative thinking, 275–294

for ethics, 257–274
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rank

be

for

gr

ov

pa

su

rece

rece

reco

be

mo

reli

relu

rem

rep

rese

resi

resp

role

• S
safe

sale

sch

scre

seat

self

self

ab

ac

be

bu

ca

de

phrases (continued)
for job knowledge and expertise, 

219–236

for leadership, 199–218

for planning, administration, and 

organization, 181–198

for quality and quantity of work, 

141–160

for self-development and growth, 

295–314

planning, administration, and 

organization

about, 181

adjusting to change, 182–183

bottom-line orientation, 184–185

controlling costs, 186–187

establishing goals, 188–189

job transfers, 29–30

legal problems, 31–32

management skills, 190–191

meeting deadlines, 192–193

organizing, 194

performance appraisals, 66–68

planning skills, 195–196

promotions, 28–29, 320–321

raises, 30–31, 32, 65–66, 98–100

schedules, 197–198

setting dates and times, 67–68

positive expectations

expressing, 104

setting, 55–56, 90

words that establish, 317–322

positive ratings, halo effect and, 100

positive role model, 224–225

positively skewed evaluations, 

115–116

postponing appraisals sessions, 123

power, perceived lack of, 57

prejudice, 107

preparing for appraisal sessions. 

See also appraisal sessions; 

gathering performance data; 

mindset

answering diffi cult questions, 

65–66

overview, 87–88

planning and scheduling, 66–68

pressure and stress, 249–250

priorities, 156–157

privacy for appraisal sessions, 

94–95

proactive behaviors, 214

problems

legal, 31–32, 107

with past performance 

appraisals, 58–59

problems solving

building skills in, 299–300

evaluating skills in, 287–288

meriting special recognition, 327

productivity, 153–155

professionalism, 271–272

professionals, feedback from, 62

profi t, 320

promotions, 28–29, 320–321

• Q •
quality and quantity of work

accuracy, 142

detail-mindedness, 142–143

importance of, 141

meeting goals, 145–147

multi-tasking, 148–149

performance levels, 150–152

productivity, 153–155

setting priorities, 156–157

timeliness, 158–160

questions, preparing answers for, 

65–66

• R •
raises

answering questions about, 65–66

discussing with employee, 98–100

establishing, 30–31

evaluations without, 32
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ranking/rating employees. See also 

employees

behaviorally anchored rating 

scales (BARS), 47–48

forced distribution approach, 

42–43

graphic scales, 38–40

overall rating, 85–86, 97–98

paired comparisons, 43–44

surprising employees with, 

123–124

recent events, calibrating, 106–107

receptiveness to new ideas, 
289–290

recognition

behaviors meriting, 323–329

motivational power of, 19, 323

reliability, 253

reluctance, overcoming, 58–59

reminders for appraisal sessions, 92

reprimands, employee, 79

researching skills, 232–233

resistance, 59–61

respect, generating, 55

role model, positive, 224–225

• S •
safety, 242–243

sales skills, 171–173

schedules, 197–198

screening and hiring employees, 
217–218

seating arrangement, 100–101

self-awareness, 22–24, 61–64

self-development and growth

about, 295

acknowledging growth, 319–320

becoming a value-added 

employee, 296–298

building problem-solving skills, 
299–300

career planning, 301–303

developmental goals, 133–136

knowledge base, widening, 
313–314

personal goals, 304–305

responding to performance 

appraisals and coaching, 
306–307

seeking learning opportunities, 
308–310

training, 26–27, 135–136, 311–312

self-evaluations. See also feedback

described, 33–35

discussing, 96

for managers, 23–24, 62

reviewing, 34–35, 80–81

undercutting, 122

self-sacrifi cing behavior, 326

senses, managing with, 25, 70–71

sessions. See appraisal sessions

sight, 71

skewed evaluations, 115–117

skills

analytical, 226–227

appraisal, building, 59

building employees’, 228–229

computer, 230–231

customer service, 163–164

listening, 165

management, 190–191

observational, 24–25

organization, 194

planning, 195–196

problem-solving, 287–288, 

299–300

research, 232–233

sales, 171–173

telephone, 176–177

smell, 71

stereotypes and bias, 107–108

strengths and weaknesses, 

employees, 85

stress, 118, 249–250

success, 321

SuccessFactors (Web-based 

application), 46

8

27

2

or, 

–66

100
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supervision required, 252

surprising employees, 123–124

sustainability, 273–274

• T •
talking too much, 122–123

taste, 71

teamwork

building a team, 200–201

effective phrases, 174–175

face time with team, 24, 25, 45, 57

forced distribution approach 

and, 43

technical knowledge, 235–236

telephone skills, 176–177

terminating employees, 32

thanks, giving, 322

thinking outside the box, 293–294. 

See also creative thinking

360-degree feedback

described, 35–36

enhancing self-awareness, 24

evaluations, 81–82

identifying developmental needs, 

133–134

time management

dates and times, setting, 67

deadlines, 192–193

gathering performance data and, 

72–73

scheduling appraisal sessions, 91

timeliness, 158–160

time-tested appraisal sessions, 44

touch, 71

training

developmental, 135–136

interest and participation in, 
311–312

needs and results, 26–27

traits and characteristics, 

employees, 38–39, 40

transference, 27

• V •
values

supporting company values, 
254–255

transmitting, 25

value-added employee, 296–298

venue for appraisal sessions, 93–94

volunteering, 256, 327

• W •
wandering around

critical incidents approach and, 45

gathering performance data by, 

24–25, 70–71

importance of, 15, 136–137

manager’s role in, 124

weak employees, 74

weaknesses, identifying, 119

Web-based evaluation tools, 46

“What if?” game, 65–66

words, powerful, 317–322

written communication

effective phrases for, 16, 178–180

essays, 37–38

evaluation forms, 82–85, 92–93

negative feedback, 89–90

• Y •
yes, as power-word, 322
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